Leading Australian Schools is an extraordinary publication that was initiated and funded by the previous Australian Government. This Department of Education, Science and Training (DEST) and ACEL partnership has culminated in a wonderful publication that will motivate those thinking about principalship and those that celebrate being a principal every day.

This is a book of remarkable stories. Stories of people who have dedicated their lives to making a difference for students. At a time when there is intense interest in schools by government, the media and the general public, it is important to hear the voices of the people who lead our schools to help us understand why they devote more than sixty hours a week to a job with a level of complexity and responsibility found in few occupations.

As you read these chapters, reflect upon and gain inspiration from the stories. For principals, enjoy the experiences of your colleagues. For those teaching in schools, consider whether you too could be someone who makes a significant difference to the lives of young people.

Every Australian school will receive a complimentary copy as part of the ACEL all schools June mailout.
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